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Article 4

Oispatche�ditorial
From the Editor's Desk
A few words on this issue of Colby and how it came to be.

co/by

Several months back, writer Peter Nichols of the University of Pennsylvania called
and pitched a story about Daniel Traister '63 and his course Nuclear Fictions. Nichols
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knew Traister's course by reputation and had signed up to experience it firsthand.

Staff

After a semester, Nichols emerged profoundly impressed by Traister's knowledge and

Gerry Boyle

passion for a topic that many of us would prefer to ignore: the dropping of the atomic

Brian Speer
art director

Soviet Union. Traister's examination of the nuclear age through its literature sounded

Robert Gillespie

interesting; Colby commissioned the article.

alumni at large editor

Nichols had just filed his story when another came across the desk: a New

Stephen C ollins

Yorker ar ticle on another product of the Cold War-biological weapons. The story,

Leo Pando
illustrator

Dr. Frank Malinoski '76, one of the investigators who uncovered the Soviet

Alicia Nemiccolo MacLeay

Joanne Lafreniere

Malinoski subsequently had gone to work for a Philadelphia-area pharmaceutical

production coordinator

firm. We called Nichols, who had just emerged from the Cold War. His head still

Karen Oh

spinning with visions of mushroom clouds and black rain, he plunged back in to

contributing photographers

Peter Nichols, Earl Smith, Erin Rogers
Douglas Rooks

place, marked by acts of kindness. There's inspiration in the football team and its
remarkable turnaround. And where else can you find an artful exploration of the
ong1ns and peculiar history of Colby's anachronistic mascot?
Mules aside, as Elizabeth DeSombre points out to her environmental studies

'76,

'01,

Matt Apuzzo

Sarah Eustis
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'00,

contributing writers

Administration
William D. Adams, president, Earl H. Smith. dean of the college;
Peyton R. Helm, vice president for development and alumni
relations; Margaret Felton Viens

celebration of "The Colby Difference." There is hope in stories of alumnae working
to defeat AIDS in North Africa or traveling through rural America and finding a good
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·03, Martha Mickles '71 (front cover)

Brian Speer, Jeff Earickson, Julia Stowe, Amity Burr
Candace diCa�o. Jeff Siteman

aerosols-stories of international import that happen to have Colby connections.

President Bro Adams, his vision of the future of the College and the accompanying
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on-line coordinator

details about living in the nuclear bull's-eye and discovering experimental ebola

For balance this issue contains optimism aplenty in the inauguration of

'97

staff writer

Union's secret production of biological agents like smallpox and anthrax.

buoyed his spirits. The package he produced is a nonfiction page-turner with chilling
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executive editor

by Richard Preston, author of the bestseller The Hot Zone, prominently featured

While he did yeoman's duty, Nichols confided that writing these stories hadn't
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managing editor

bomb and the subsequent nuclear standoff between the United States and the

write about biological warfare.
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director of alumni
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Alumni Council Executive Committee
'78, chair; Lou Richardson '67, vice chair;
Eleanor Amidon '75, Rebecca Birrell '92, James Bourne '81,
Hope Palmer Bramhall '56, Karl Domish Jr. '54,
Bruce C. Drouin '74, Ernest V. Fortin '51, Todd W. Halloran '84,
Joanne Weddell Magyar '71, Wendy Kennedy Ralph '90.
Christopher Tompkins '89, Frank A. Wilson '73, Philip Wysor '70
John Devine

students (also in this issue), it can be a tough world out there. They can't expect
Colby is published four times yearly.

to change the world for the better unless they accept that hard fact.
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1chols, our designated Philadelphia inquirer, produced some hard facts about
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he Cold War and the post-Cold-War era. In both cases, Traister and Malinoski

Mayflower Hill

Waterville. ME

chose to face them squarely. We think readers of Colby will do the same. Colby

04901-8841

or send e-mail to: mag@colby.edu

College 1s an inst1tut1on dedicated to the inquiring mind, Colby magazine serves

visit us on the internet: www.colby.edu/colby.mag/

inquiring minds, and, as the saying goes, "'inquiring minds want to know."
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